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Survivor of the Vastes: After surviving volleys of bullets, the chaos of primal magic, the power of
unconstrained clockwork, and the mutations ofthg Mana Wastes, little seems dangerous in comparison.
You may cross this boon offyour Chronicle sheet as a free action to gain one of following benefits,
selected when you use the boon.

Gunslinger's Edge: You may treat your effective gunslinger level as z higher than normal for the purpose
ofdetermining what deeds you can use and their effects. This efect lasts for r hour.

Pfimal Surge: Ifyou would lose a spell due to a failed concentration check, you may re-roll the check and
use the second result (even ifit is worse), Ifthe new resuJt exceeds the concentration check DC by ro or
more, you can modify the spell with one ofthe following metamagic feats without increasing the spell's
spell slot or casting time: Enlarge Spell, Extend Spell, or Empower Spell. Ifyour second result fails, the
spell's energy runs amok and deals rd6 damage per level ofthe spell to you.

@ricbThinhing: You gain a +4 insight bonus to your touch AC ar.d a +z insight bonus on Reflex saves.

These bonuses last for r minute, but you may end the efect as an immediate action to deflect a projectile
as though you had the Deflect Arrows or Missile Shield (Pathfinder RPG Advonceil Player's Guide ft8) feet.
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Slot none; Price 3,ooo gp (lesser) rr,ooo gp (norm al), z4,5oo gp (greater); Weight 5 lbs

DESCRIPTION €(' 63*
Three times per day, the wielder can lower the chance of,a spell he casts triggering a primal magic event by z5%. ln

cases where a primal magic event would trigger despite the reduced chances, the caster receives a +z bonus on the

concentration check to avoid the primal magic event,
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Requirements Craft Rod, Stable Spell (Pathfnder Module: tMardens ofthe Reborn Forge 49); Cost 1,5oo gp (lesser), 5,5oo
gp (normal), rz,z5o gp (greater)

+t thundering bastard sword (8339 gp)

+z lucky musket (t9,8oo gp; Pathfinder RPG Ultimate Equipment 45).

4full plate$o,65o gp)

belt ofphysical might +z (Dex, Con; zo,ooo gp)

bracers of armor +3(9,ooo gp)

greater stable metamogic rod (z4,5oo gp)

Iesser stable metamagic rod (3,ooo gp)

stable metamogic rod (rr,ooo gp)

wand of owl's wisdom (r4 charges; r,z6o gp, limit r)

wand ofundetectable alignnent(t6 charges; r,44o gp, limit r)
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